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The old amD E1 1200, codenamed Sunset, is an AMD processor, sporting two cores, each clocked at 1.4 GHz. The cores are from the Bobcat series, and each one has a 512KB L2 cache. The Bobcat architecture uses an out-of-order method that makes the kernel a little faster. The E1 1200 performs
slightly less than its successor, the E1 1500, but its price is also lower than the E1 1500. The E1 1200 also comes with an integrated Radeon HD 7130 graphics card clocked at 500 MHz. In addition, the E1 1200 has an 18-watt TDP, making it a less energy-intensive processor. The 1.4GHz Core Dual
Core Unlocked No Has NX bit Yes has the support of virtualization Yes Instruction set extensions MMXSESES2SSE4aSSE3Supplemental SSE3 Supports Dynamic Scalability Rate Yes TDP 18W Annual Home Energy Costs 4.2.2 $34/year Performance per watt 2.33 pt/W Typical energy consumption
14.63W Topics 2 threads L2 cache 1MB L2 cache per core 0.5 MB/core L3 cache 0.5 MB L3 cache per core 0 ,25 MB/ Basic Production Process 32 nm Max Processors 1 Voltage Range 0.88 - 1.35V Operating Temperature Unknown - 100 Degrees Celsius Acceleration Clock 1.41 GHz Acceleration
Clock speed (water) 1.4 GHz acceleration of clock speed (air) 1.41 GHz GPU GPU Label Radeon™ 7310 Latest DirectX 11.0 Reported correction E1-1200 APU, and Amazon ebay - 85 USD - 2.S. E1-1200 APU - 1.4. zenith - Turbo Core 1.4. Performance in games and similar applications, according to
our tests.The greatest impact on the result is the performance of 4 cores, if any, and performance on 1 core, as most games fully use no more than 4 cores. The speed of caches and RAM is also important. Performance in everyday work, such as browsers and office programs. Kinsey Ibrahimovic, quincy
Kadi, quincy. The greatest impact on the performance of all cores and their number is the performance of all cores, as most of these applications willingly use all the kernels and increase the speed of work accordingly. At the same time, individual work intervals can be demanding to the performance of one
or two cores, such as overlaying filters in the editor. The data is derived from the tests of users who tested their systems in or without acceleration. So you see averages that correspond to the processor. MinimumMeximum 18Memorial: 4574 81 Core: 1821 142 Cores: 3242 Minimum MediaMaximum 164
Cores: 3342 188 Cores: 3442 Minimum MediaMaximum 15All cores: 3442 For different tasks, different strengths of the CPU are required. A system with few fast cores and low memory delays is great for an overwhelming number of games, but will yield to a system with a lot of slow cores in a rendering
scenario. We believe that a minimum of 4/4 (4 physical cores and 4 streams) is suitable for a budget gaming computer. At the same time, some of the games can load it 100%, slow down and frisite, and performing any tasks in the background will lead to drawdown of FPS. Ideally, a thrifty buyer should
aim for a minimum of 4/8 and 6/6. A big-budget gamer can choose between 6/12, 8/8 and 8/16. Processors with 10 and 12 cores can perform well in games, provided high frequency and fast memory, but are redundant for such tasks. Also buying for the future - a dubious idea, because after a few years a
lot of slow cores don't provide enough game performance. When you pick up a processor to work with, learn how many cores your software uses. For example, photo and video editors can use 1-2 kernels when dealing with filter overlays, and rendering or converting in the same editors already uses all
threads. The data is derived from the tests of users who tested their systems both in acceleration (maximum value in the table) and without (minimum). The typical result is in the middle, the more the color strip is filled, the better the average result among all the systems tested. Benchmarks were launched
on iron in the drain, that is, without acceleration and with factory settings. Therefore, on dispersed systems points can differ markedly in a large way. Also, small changes in performance can be due to the version of the bios. The most popular config: motherboard for AMD E1-1200 APU - Intel GLK RVP1
DDR4, graphics card - quadro FX 1500.The data is not yet filled out, so the tables may lack information or be missed existing features. So some people may puzzle you. We are improving our selection algorithm, treat us with understanding. AMD E1-1200 is a two-core processor. It is meant for integration
into motherboards. Released in late Q2 of 2012, it is part of AMD's Bobcat microarchitecture family, based on the Brazos The cores are based on the Sunset architecture and operate at a frequency of 1.48 GHz. AMD describes the chip as APU (accelerated processing). It was built with a 40nm process
and has a 128KB first level cache and a 1MB second-level cache. The E1-1200 also includes the Radeon HD 7310 graphics controller, which has 80 toxer cores and operates at a base frequency of 500 MHz. Energy consumption for all SoC is 18 w, with a maximum operating temperature of 100C. The
E1-1200 supports PCI Express, up to 16GB of DDR3L-1066 memory and SSE4a instructions. Check the prices for all laptops equipped with E1-1200: Rating 252 Base/Max processor frequency 1.40 - 0.00 GHz Number of cores 2 Instructions type 64 bit TDP 18 W Integrated GPU AMD Radeon HD 7310
Basic GPU frequency 500 MHz Max. Operating Temperature 100 C Memory Channels 1 Released No. 1 2012 Core/Architecture Sunset Logical Core (Threads) 2 LL cache 1024 KB Lithography 40 nm Official website products.amd.com Max. GPU Frequency - Memory Type DDR3-1066, DDR3L-1066
Max Memory - AMD E1-1200 - AMD E1-1200 Control Tests vs. Competitors: See all the best laptop processor ratings - Laptop Cinebench 11 Cinebench 15 Adobe Price Photoshop 1. Lenovo G585 0.55 0.00 103.90 N/A N/A
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